FULL COLOR Pattern - $8.00 - available from instructor in class

This dynamic quilt can be made using purchased yardage, precuts or scraps! Supplies listed are for a 12 block quilt. You are
most welcome to make yours larger or smaller!
You'll need:
Your machine (if not provided) - cleaned, oiled and with a new needle,
an extension cord is not a bad idea either!
Rotary cutting mat and cutter - small square ruler (I use 9 1/2" Omnigrid for everything!
Scissors, pins, neutral thread for piecing, etc (all your basic stuff)
18" square of batting , fleece or muslin to use to lay out your pieces
What's My Angle- (If you cannot find one I will have some in class for optional purchase $10)
Plastic scissors and scotch tape
YARDAGE - (5 colors and a Background)

Choose

Color #1 - 1 & 1/4 yards - This is the focal color for each block
Cut (3) 8 1/2" strips - Sub cut each strip into (16) 2 1/2" x 8 1/2" rectangles.

My sample uses the precut version of the fabric
requirements.

Cut (3) 4 1/2" strips. Sub cut each strip into (16) 2 1/2" x 4 1/2" rectangles.
Colors #2 and #3 - 1/2 yard each
Cut (6) 2 1/2" strips of each color. Sub-cut each strip into (16) 2 1/2" squares
Colors #4 & #5 - 1/4 yard each
Cut (3) 2 1/2" strips of each color. Sub-cut each strip into (16) 2 1/2' squares.
Checkerboard Border - (140) assorted 2 1/2" squares (you will need to add some extra fabric/colors from your stash or purchase some Fat Quarters)
Background - 3 1/2 yards - See pre-cutting for Background (on right)

You may choose which
version you wish to
work with - Yardage,
Pre-Cut or Scrap and
bring the appropriate
fabrics.

PRE-CUTS - (2 pre-cut packages and a Background)

PRE-CUTTING - BACKGROUND

Either - Two packages of matching Bali Pop 2 1/2" strips or One package
of Bali Pop 2 1/2" strips and one package of matching 10" squares

for yardage and pre-cut versions only

DO NOT PRECUT THESE STRIPS PLEASE.

(48)

4 1/2" squares

Background - 3 & 1/2 yards

(48)

2 1/2" x 4 1/2" rectangles

Border fabrics are included in these fabric requirements.

(240)

2 1/2" squares

(Pre-Cut & Yardage versions)

See pre-cutting for Background (on right)
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SCRAP VERSION
Cut for at least 2 blocks - bring bag of scraps to class to cut rest of blocks
For the Scrap Version - you will be thinking "color" and not "fabric" - which means that it is OK to
have several different fabrics of the same color in a block.

Background fabric:
Per block:
(4)

4 1/2" squares

(4)

2 1/2" x 4 1/2" rectangles

(20)

2 1/2" squares

Colors :

AND

Per block:
Color #1

( 4) 2 1/2" x 8 1/2" rectangle
(4) 2 1/2" x 4 1/2" rectangle

Color #2

(8) 2 1/2" squares

Color #3

(8) 2 1/2" squares

Color #4

(2) 2 1/2" squares

Color #5

(2) 2 1/2" squares

BORDERS (all versions)
Border #1 (Background) - (2) 2 1/2" x 52 1/2" and (2) 2 1/2" x 64 1/2"
Border #2 (Checkerboard) - Randomly pieced checkerboard using 140 2 1/2" squares
Border #3 (Background) - (2) 2 1/2" x 64 1/2" and (2) 2 1/2" x 76 1/2"

Questions?
Please call or email me.
Linda J. Hahn
lawnquilt@aol.com
321-586-4005
www.froghollowdesigns.com
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